Faster than real-time wildland fire simulators are being increasingly adopted by land managers to provide decision support for tactical wildfire management and assist with strategic risk planning. These simulators are typically based on simple forward rate-of-spread algorithms that were predominantly developed using observations of experimental fires. Given their operational use, it is important that fire simulators be assessed in terms of their performance for their intended use; predicting the spatial progression of wildfires. However, the conditions under which wildfires occur cannot be easily replicated experimentally. We describe and demonstrate a method for use in model development, whereby a dataset comprised of wildfire case-studies is used for evaluating the predictive performance of fire simulators. Two different versions of the model PHOENIX RapidFire were assessed, one incorporating a novel algorithm that accounts fine-scale spatial variation in landscape dryness. Evaluation was done by comparing simulator predictions against contemporaneous observations of 9 different wildfires that occurred in Australia. Performance was quantified using the sum of the Area Difference Indices-a measure of prediction overlap calculated for each prediction/observation pair. The two versions of the model performed similarly, with the newer version being marginally (but not statistically significantly) better when outcomes were summarised across all fires. Despite this, it did not perform better in all cases, with three of the 9 fires better predicted using the original model. Wildfire evaluation datasets were demonstrated to provide valuable feedback for model development, however the limited availability of data means power is lacking for detailed comparisons. With increasingly extreme weather conditions resulting from climate change, conditions under which wildfires occur are likely to continue to extend well beyond those under which fire models algorithms were developed. Consequently, the adoption of improved methods for collecting and utilising wildfire data is critical to ensure fire simulators retain relevance.
Introduction
Wildfires occur in parts of the world where there is a suitable combination of ignition sources, productivity and aridity [1, 2] . Where they occur, they have the potential to impact human values. Impacts can include the loss of lives, damage to infrastructure and disruptions to ecosystem services [3] .
Where wildfires occur in populated areas, land managers-typically governments-commonly enact measures to prepare, respond and recover from them [4] . The need to anticipate potential fire behaviour and its resultant impacts has led to the development of the field of fire modelling. Fire modelling has a long history, beginning early in the 20th century, driven by an aim to use available information to predict fire behaviour to support management activities. Early models were predominantly designed to predict the forward rate of spread (FROS) of the fastest moving windward part of fires based on inputs of fuel, weather and topography. This is used to create forecasts of likely fire progression during fires and provide generalised indications of fire danger [5, 6] . More recently, taking advantage of increasing computing power and data availability, FROS models have been extended into fire simulators; models that simulate the propagation of fires through space and time, enabling maps of progression to be produced. For this study, we use the definition of fire simulators sensu Sullivan [7] , to represent empirical or quasi-empirical faster-than-real-time models intended for use at large scales. Other forms of fire simulation exist, such those that emulate physical processes, however they are not considered here [8] .
Fire simulators have been adopted operationally by fire management agencies in different countries, including FARSITE [9] in the United States and Europe, PHOENIX RapidFire (PHOENIX) [10] in Australia, and Prometheus [11] in Canada and New Zealand. The fire progression maps that they produce provide an indication of the areas of the landscape likely to be impacted and indicative times at which these impacts may occur. This information is used to devise fire suppression strategies and inform the issuing of warnings and planning of evacuations. Additionally, by simulating hypothetical fires, they are being used to provide spatially explicit estimates of wildfire risk throughout the landscape [12] [13] [14] [15] . Such approaches can be used to identify key areas in which to prioritise management intervention [16] or allow alternative management strategies to be compared in terms of risk reduction efficacy [17] . Given their active use in decision making, it is important that the performance and limitations of the various fire simulators available be understood [18, 19] . This is particularly the case when looking to improve, compare or calibrate models, as there must be some objective basis from which to evaluate change in performance.
The FROS algorithms that form the basis of fire simulators have typically been calibrated or entirely empirically fit to observations of experimental fires [20] . As FROS models produce point rates of spread, their performance is relatively straightforward to evaluate by using observations drawn from wildfires: predictions can be compared with corresponding observations of fireline positions between two points in time [21] [22] [23] . A limitation with experimental fires is they must be implemented in a safe manner; this means they cannot be undertaken under conditions that are likely to result in uncontrollable wildfires. While some models do incorporate wildfire observations for evaluation [24] [25] [26] , the majority of data is typically from lower intensity fires. Consequently, wildfire conditions are typically beyond the model development range [25] , although there is some evidence that FROS models can provide a reasonable result when extrapolating to wildfire conditions [27] .
When creating a fire simulator from a FROS algorithm, there are a number of additional properties to consider [28] . In particular, a fire simulator must account for progression through space and time. In doing this, it must consider (amongst other things) heterogeneous vegetation fuels [29, 30] , backing and flanking fire behaviour, the effects of changing weather, variation in fine fuel moisture [31] , the influence of topography [32] and the effect of interactions between these factors [33, 34] . Consequently, the development of a fire simulator from a FROS algorithm requires a large number of assumptions that were not tested in the initial algorithm development process. Such assumptions should be verified for the conditions of use if the models are to be relied upon. Compounding the challenge for spatialising fire prediction is the occurrence of emergent extreme fire behaviours that are localised phenomena that can affect fire progression, including fire tornados, crown fires and mass spotting events [33, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Fires are an inherently spatial event, so it is unrealistic to expect that fire simulators can be robust if they are solely derived from FROS models without additional testing. To allow the further development of simulation models, spatially explicit methods of performance evaluation are necessary where predictions can be tested against wildfire observations. The use of observational data for model evaluation has been described as the 'most important component' of environmental model testing, as it assesses whether the model is fit-for-purpose and suitable for use in real world environments [22, 41, 42] . The vector based approaches like those used for FROS models can be adapted to evaluate simulation models [18, 43] , however these are less than ideal for capturing the elements of fire behaviour that were not included in the basis FROS algorithms [19, 44] . Recently there has been attention to developing objective, quantitative indices of fire simulator performance for use with fire observations that recognise the spatial nature of predictions [18, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . These have potential value for validation, model comparison and assisting with apportioning error for model calibration. In any situation, the poor performance of a model may be due to its design, the quality of the input data or operator error [52] ; being able to discriminate between these is important for model improvement. However, there is limited research into optimal ways to apply performance metrics for model development. Quantitative evaluations of model performance have been used for calibrating models in real-time using data assimilation [53] [54] [55] , however the focus of these has been to enhance predictions rather than permanently improve the model itself [20, [24] [25] [26] . To date, there has been limited development in how to apply these metrics for model development.
Model performance metrics have been used to evaluate fire simulator predictive performance fort individual fires [18, 56] , however given the complexity of natural systems, there is a limited amount of information about model performance that can be obtained by comparing simulation results to observations of fires on a case-by-case basis. Consequently, to ascertain trends and apportion sources of error, it is necessary to consider model performance over a number of fires that occur in differing environments under a range of conditions. Recently, methods have been demonstrated for the comparison simulator prediction outcomes over multiple fires to evaluating 'real world' performance [57, 58] . Real world performance evaluations use data as would have been available during the wildfires, without any correction through hindsight (i.e., using forecast weather data without any corrections, in contrast to using observations from the fireground). While this provides a realistic indication of simulator performance under operational conditions, the final outcome represents combined error resulting from both the model and any issues with the accuracy of inputs. High sensitivities of the simulation models to inputs, in particular wind direction [18] , can obscure issues with performance the model itself.
Here we propose a modification of these methods to allow their application for use in fire simulator software development. For this, information pertaining to well characterised wildfires-an 'evaluation set'-would be curated and used in a systematic evaluation framework. This would consist of high quality data in terms of both fire observations (e.g., burned areas or isochrones) and the accessory data to allow simulation (e.g., fuel maps, topography, weather and landscape moisture). This curation process would include vetting and potentially bias correcting data to ensure that all inputs are as close to 'truth' as possible. This differs from past approaches, whereby the input data is curated to remove inaccuracies and bias. This means that the effect of poor inputs is minimised, and prediction results are a better reflection of the true performance of the fire simulator. Alternative models can be compared by simulating the evaluation set and calculating aggregate relative prediction performance scores. Additionally, by comparing the nature of fires where the models work well or poorly (such as particular fuel types or blow up fire behaviours), areas of improvement of model structure can be identified. Such an approach would allow models to be tested under wildfire conditions and can also be used to isolate weakness in model design from issues with data inputs.
This approach could be used to support continual model improvement over and above the FROS algorithms used for initial model development. We demonstrate this by comparing the performance of two versions of the fire model PHOENIX; one that processes landscape dryness directly as obtained from inputs (version 4.007, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Australia) and another that modifies the input landscape dryness values during simulation to incorporate small scale effects of vegetation and topography (version 4.008, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Australia).
Methods

Overall Procedure
The following procedure was undertaken to compare the two model versions: compile an evaluation set of wildfires, simulate each fire with each model, quantitatively compare simulations against equivalent fire observations, and compile fire metrics to compare overall model performance. This procedure can compare models with very different formulations or requirements, as long as all necessary simulation model inputs are available. The procedure is presented graphically in Figure 1 . Each stage is described in further detail below. Framework for comparing and improving fire simulation models using an evaluation set of case study fires.
The Evaluation Set
The evaluation set of fires were sourced from large wildfire events that occurred in Australia in the states of Victoria, South Australia and Queensland. From the corresponding fire management agency in each state, the following data were sourced:
• Observations of fire perimeters in the form of time stamped polygons that were derived from verifiable sources such as infra-red linescans [59] or official reconstructions; • Vegetation maps from which fuel classifications were derived using the relevant lookup table for each state; • Fire history maps indicating previously burned areas (for the moderation of fuel loads where recent fires had occurred [60] ); • High (30 m) resolution digital elevation models (to derive terrain).
Weather observations from the fire's locality during its occurrence were obtained in the form of automatic weather stations (AWS) records from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. Fire suppression was not analysed or simulated as part of this project. Fires that had been used in prior model calibration were excluded from the evaluation set.
Test Models
To demonstrate the proposed method, we compared two versions of PHOENIX [10] , a Hugyens based fire simulator developed for use in Australian wildland vegetation, including forests and grasslands. PHOENIX has been adopted for use throughout Australia by land management agencies for decision support [10, 60, 61] and for evaluating landscape fire risk [17] . It is routinely used to provide operational decision support during wildfires by producing faster-than-real-time predictions of fire progression. The PHOENIX software is developed using a progressive versioning process, whereby substantial changes are indicated with a new version number. Models with higher version numbers can be considered to have had further development than those with lower version numbers. The majority of model versions are used in internal development; version 4.007 has been used operationally, 4.008 is a development version only.
In this study, the primary difference between the two versions of the model is the treatment of the proportion forest fuel available to burn (as defined by Drought Factor, DF [5, 62] ). In the earlier version (4.007), the DF used for simulations is sourced from historic weather measured or modelled for a point or locality; the same DF value is applied regardless of topography. In the second version (4.008), an adjustment of the DF is applied, where it (and consequent fuel availability) is modified to be wetter or drier depending on local topography (in relation to solar radiation) and vegetation structure (where dense forest canopies are presumed to retard the rate of drying in surface fuels) [63, 64] . The experimental algorithm is based on hypothesised processes and has not been tested with measured data. It is presented in Appendix A. Some minor code modifications to PHOENIX were made to allow performance metrics to be collated. These related to the data handling of outputs only and did not alter predictive function.
Evaluation Metrics
Objective metrics are necessary for a quantitative evaluation of model performance. To demonstrate the framework, we used indices of overlap to evaluate the fit of the simulation with each fire; the Area Difference Index (ADI, [65] )-as a full index and decomposed into components of under and over-prediction. The ADI is a dimensionless ratio of the area incorrectly predicted to have been burnt relative to the correctly predicted area. The ADI is calculated as:
where for a point in time (t), the overestimated area (OE-area predicted to be burnt, but not actually burnt) and underestimated area (UE area predicted to be unburnt, but burnt) are divided by the correctly predicted area (I). The index scales linearly from~0 to ∞, values closer to zero being better. It does not require that a domain be defined, so it is an index rather than a unit value. The decomposed indices, ADI over and ADI under , indicate bias by considering only proportional area overestimated and underestimated relative to the correctly predicted area. To evaluate possible remnant issues with inputs (in particular, wind direction), the spread deviation angle was also calculated. The spread deviation angle was calculated by finding the difference between the predominant spread directions of the observed and predicted fires [18] . The predominant spread directions were determined by finding the direction of a line from the ignition point through the area-weighted geographic centre of each fire. The calculation of the evaluation metrics was coded into the versions of PHOENIX being evaluated.
Evaluation Process
For each fire, a burnt area observation from a single point in time was selected for comparison. A common pattern of fire propagation in eastern Australia is for fires to spread rapidly under strong northerly winds before a sudden south westerly wind change [31] . This results in a rapidly increasing fire area, with area increasing in proportion to the initial forward spread distance (as the entire flank of the fire becomes the head). This makes area-based performance metrics exceptionally sensitive to issues with the timing and strength of the wind change. In practice, understanding that state of the fire when the wind change occurs is a key requirement for managers as it has implications for firefighting strategy and safety. To reduce the sensitivity of predictions to the exact timing of the wind change, all fires were simulated to the point in time immediately before the occurrence of the wind change. Hence the evaluation was of the ability of the models to predict the fire to a particular state of interest to management; it was not a prediction of the capacity of the model to emulate the entire fire. Being able to predict at times of fast moving spread is typically a higher priority for operational use. Fire suppression was not simulated in the model; fire suppression was not a feature of any of the fires evaluated except for the Stawell fire [18] , which was known to be influenced by suppression post wind change, however this was outside the time evaluated in this study.
Only a single comparison was made for each fire. A summary of the fires used for model evaluation are presented in Table 1 and brief descriptions of the fires are provided in Table 2 . All fires were simulated separately with both versions of the model and the ADI values and deviation angles were compared. 
Results
The two model variants successfully simulated all fires in the evaluation set. Figure 2 shows a screenshot taken from PHOENIX 4.008 demonstrating the within-model calculation of the performance metrics. The resultant metrics for version 4.007 and 4.008 are presented in Tables 3 and 4 respectively.
The total predicted area burned with the downscaled version of the PHOENIX (4.008) was smaller than 4.007, as was the total area of intersection between the observed and predicted fires. However, the 4.008 also exhibited improved performance in terms of both total areas of underprediction (ADI under ) and overprediction (ADI over ). Deviation angle was consistent between the two model versions, except for Beechworth, which showed an increase in error in 4.008. Table 3 . Performance metrics for PHOENIX RapidFire without downscaling (version 4.007, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Australia) simulating fires from the evaluation set. The values presented are simulated fire area, area of intersection between the simulated and observed fires, the deviation in predominant spread direction, and the Area Difference Indices (ADI; proportion of underprediction, overprediction and total error relative to correctly predicted area). The differences between the two model versions are shown in Table 5 . The relative performance of the model with and without downscaled DF did not change greatly, with a Pearson's correlation of 0.83 between the ADI scores. Both models seem to be underpredicting spread, although the degree of underprediction was not consistent across all fires-three fires in version 4.007 had substantial underpredictions, with ADI under values that were greater than 2; Avoca, Beechworth and Churchill. In 4.008, the Churchill prediction was greatly improved.
Fire
When comparing the performance of the two versions of the model, the sum of the ADI values across all fires for version 4.007 was 21.03 and 4.008 was 16.61. The decrease of 4.42 units indicates an improvement in performance with the newer model, however when comparing the changes statistically, a paired t test for means indicated that these differences were not significant at the 0.05 level (n = 9, t = 1.66, p (two tailed) = 0.136). This test has relatively low power due to the number of fires used-increasing the number of fires in the evaluation set would increase the ability of the assessment processes to discriminate differences in performance amongst models. When looking at individual fires, there was a performance improvement in version 4.008 for 5 of the 9 fires, a performance decline for 3 fires and 1 fire (Beerburrum) was unchanged. The Churchill fire had the greatest improvement (2.26 units.). Overall, the model performance change varied greatly between fires and aggregate performance measure was influenced by large changes in a small number of fires.
Discussion
The approach demonstrated here enabled two versions of PHOENIX to be objectively evaluated. Both models were similar in predictive performance, with the newer version found to be performing slightly (though not statistically significantly) better. As fire simulations are complex and non-linear, it can be expected that with any model adjustment, some fires will be predicted less accurately. This was found to be the case; the performance of PHOENIX 4.008 was not a unanimous improvement, with some fires (3 of 9) predicted more poorly. While the results infer an overall improvement, due to the small sample size this is not conclusive. As the newer version of the model has increased complexity, the modifications are not necessarily a parsimonious improvement. This highlights the issue of needing appropriate numbers of fires in the evaluation set before robust conclusions can be made. The ability to distinguish small changes in model performance is important, as in software development, there are many decisions that have the potential to alter predictive performance even when they do not alter the fundamental algorithms being used. For example, the degree of precision used in computations or the method of interpolation used in reading gridded spatial data can be important determinants of processing time, but may also have unintended effects on calculated outcomes [66] .
To detect subtle differences between models, high statistical power is necessary. A disadvantage of using wildfire observations is that conditions are uncontrolled, they occur in diverse landscapes, they consume spatially heterogeneous vegetation, they are driven by changing weather conditions, [67] and are often affected by human interference (i.e., suppression). Consequently, data are noisy; the typical way to resolve such power issues is to increase the sample size [68] . In the case of this study, a power analysis of the need to resolve a difference of 1 ADI unit in the aggregate scores in the case study data (type I > 0.05, Power = 0.95, standard deviation = 1.04) would require at least 29 fires. There are substantial challenges to increasing the sample sizes for analysis, as wildfires occur with limited warning and it is difficult to obtain high-quality information due to their hazardous and ephemeral nature. Information must be collected opportunistically when wildfires occur, limiting the rate at which it can be collected. We used a small set of real fire observations; however, the information for these was derived from fires that occurred over a period of 24 years. To be able to identify specific limitations and weaknesses of the model; for example, issues in performance for particular vegetation types or at weather extremes, it is important to obtain sufficient replication of observations where the issue occurs. This may also be important when looking to evaluate performance in new regions, as some simulator inputs-particularly fuel-require local parameterisations. Additionally, climate change may lead to novel fuel and weather combinations that are outside the model development domain. Consequently, obtaining wildfire data for model assessment is critical. A wildfire evaluation set would ideally consist of a large number of well documented fires, however the development of such a dataset is challenging. Ideally, to resolve this, the data collection process for fires would be integrated into existing fire management systems so that information is systematically collected to a particular minimum standard [69] . To develop a systematic model evaluation system for fire simulators, at a minimum, the following information would be required:
• Isochrones depicting the progression of the fire as a function of time; • Spatial datasets describing the terrain, vegetation/fuel properties and recent fire/disturbance history; • Weather observations from near the fire; in particular, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction; • Information about the state of landscape dryness, such as direct measurements or dryness indices calculated from prior observed weather; • Details about suppression activities, including location, timing, methods used and effectiveness.
Where possible, it would be useful to store additional accessory information that can be used to provide insight into model performance issues and fire behaviour. For example, to verify modelled processes such as convection plumes it may be useful to record atmospheric (balloon) traces, observations of fire dynamics (for example the presence of pyrocumulus or ember storms), post fire severity maps and aerial imagery [69] . The spatial and temporal resolutions required of this information depend on the properties of the phenomena being modelled. If being able to simulate small-scale, transient or rapidly changing phenomena is important, it would be necessary to ensure that information is recorded at appropriate resolutions. To increase the information leverage of this data, there is the potential to evaluate model performance multiple times within a single fire event; i.e., by focusing on phenomena in independent parts of the fires (as determined by distinct changes in fuel or weather) rather than the fires in their entirety [50] . As the size of an evaluation set becomes large, there are opportunities for iterative model calibration rather than just evaluation. This is where a model can be run over the set, evaluated, adjusted and re-run. A large number of fires would be necessary for calibration, so that there are sufficient combinations of environmental conditions to allow the sources of error to be correctly apportioned. More importantly, calibrating on a small number of fires would increase the likelihood that models are overfit to the data and thus not suitable for generalisation [70] .
When assessing models for development, having accurate input information is important. To achieve this, some form of human supervision will remain necessary. Poor quality information will add noise to evaluations of predictive performance and will limit the precision of objective comparison outcomes. To resolve this, the creation of minimum data quality standards for inputs would be a valuable first step. In doing this, it would be important to keep the data quality evaluation independent of the fire simulation process. It is difficult to verify the quality of some accessory model inputs (in particular, estimates of wind speed and direction) by solely viewing tables of data-fire simulations can provide a rapid visual indication of possible issues. However, using a model to audit case study reconstruction quality is disingenuous, as it could result in feedback that positively reinforces biases of the existing operational model. Using curated fire data to evaluate models, limits the influence of noisy data. However, it needs to be recognised that outcomes represent idealised performance where real-world forecast uncertainty is limited and are not necessarily representative of operational results.
This study compared two versions of a fire simulator aggregate performance metrics. As these are dependent on the fires used in their calculation, they are relative, not global-they are a function of the fires used in their computation. Consequently, all models must be tested with the same evaluation set if results are to be comparable. Figure 1 describes a four-step process; ideally this process would be continual with progressive updating as new fires occur and are added to the set. The evaluations in this study were based on an index of correctly predicted area at a single point in time. This is a coarse measure that contains limited information on the process of propagation; consequently, the model may be achieving the 'correct' results for the wrong reason. Other criteria or a combination of criteria can be included to account for this, such as considering rate of spread, intensity metrics or dynamic indices of performance (those that assess predictive congruence through time as well as space [51] ). While this may result in a number of disparate indices when calculating the aggregate performance, these can be combined and weighted based on relative importance. For example, FROS performance may be weighted more heavily than area (which is in part a function of lateral spread). Alternatively, the influence of unusual fires may be reduced by calculating logarithmic rather than arithmetic means or using non-linear indices such as Jaccard's Coefficient [65] .
In addition to the aggregate performance metrics, the individual metrics for each fire still have some information that can be used to guide model development and provide an indication of potential areas for improvement. In this case, the partial performance indices (ADI over and ADI under ) were valuable in highlighting the nature of error. For example, the fire that had the greatest performance improvement was Churchill. This fire occurred in mountainous terrain, which is likely to have the strongest contrasts in topography and vegetation [64] and correspondingly would have the most to gain by including their effects. In contrast to this, the three fires that showed a decrease in predictive performance (Avoca, Redesdale and Stawell) all occurred in flatter terrain that was broken up by areas of grassland (Table 2 .) This is suggestive that the downscaling algorithm used in PHOENIX 4.008 may be retarding landscape drying excessively in moderate terrain.
It should be noted that the method presented here allows the comparison of predictive performance with a perspective of model development. The application of this method to demonstrate improved predictive performance does not mean that a new model can be considered validated for operational use. When considering operational uses of models, criteria other than predictive performance may also be important to recognise in validation. For example, operational considerations may require recognition of a simulators ease of use, speed, reliability, software interoperability, data requirements, stability, sensitivity to inputs, hardware requirements and licensing. True validation would require that a range of these criteria are evaluated and can be demonstrated to meet minimum standards. Recognising that the model development process needs to consider measures other than predictive performance is a key step in considering operationalisation of research-for example, overly sensitive detection and warning systems do not necessarily meet the needs of users as there may be excessive rates of false positives [71] . It is feasible that performance metrics such as those demonstrated could be used to benchmark models, with acceptance criteria set based on performance thresholds. Such validation would require recognition of the intended use of the model-here we have evaluated the model in terms of its representation of fast moving wildfires. Alternative criteria would be necessary for other uses such as predicting fire behaviour within prescribed burns [72] . Additionally, demonstrated improvement of a performance metric does not necessarily represent a verification of model processes-the parameterisation of the algorithm incorporated into PHOENIX 4.008 is hypothetical and does not have a fundamental physical or empirical basis. In order to use an evaluation set of fires for fire simulator development, it is important to continue to advance our theoretical understanding of wildfire behaviour so that development can occur in a logical manner.
Conclusions
This study demonstrates a method for the quantitative, objective evaluation of relative performance of two different versions of a fire simulator. Such a process is important for software developmentparticularly to extend models to conditions beyond their original development range. There is an increasing reliance on wildfire simulation models for decision making; it is important that their level of development is suited for the conditions under which they are used. The need to predict fire behaviour under increasingly extreme conditions and climate driven novel fuel/weather combinations has already driven the intended use of many operational models beyond the conditions for which they were designed. We have demonstrated the potential to systematically use wildfire data to evaluate models and suggest that all fire simulation models should be subjected to this type of objective evaluation as part of the development process before being relied upon for decision making. The approach presented here represents a framework for evaluation-the evaluation criteria and metrics required for such a process will be a function of the intended uses of the model being assessed. 
where C1 is correction factor 1, W is wind reduction factor and kbdi is the Keetch Byram Drought Index. The second adjustment is used to account for the effect of azimuth at small scales, with the assumption that westerly and northerly aspects will undergo more rapid drying than southerly aspects. Azimuth is calculated using a digital elevation model and is used to apply an adjustment when slope exceeds 10 • . This adjusts the DF by up two units depending on the azimuth. A sinusoidal curve is assumed, however for programming simplicity this is applied using a polynomial. Where C2 is correction factor 2 and α is azimuth in degrees. The correction factors are applied to the drought factor as follows:
where DFadjusted is the corrected drought factor, and DF is drought factor. DFadjusted is constrained between 0 and 10.
